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Welcome to the 2017 edition of the Baltic M&A Monitor, a comprehensive review 
of M&A activity in the Baltic region that is published by Ellex, in association with 
Mergermarket. This report closely examines M&A trends in the three Baltic 
countries – Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania – including country- and sector-specific 
insights, and forecasts for the year ahead. 

All three Baltic countries have come out swinging at the beginning of 2017. Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania are predicted to experience firm GDP growth, according to 
the European Commission. This is all the more impressive against a backdrop of 
broader regional turbulence caused by Brexit, continued economic contraction in 
Russia, and slow growth throughout the eurozone. 

The resilience of the Baltics was reflected in M&A activity, which reached fever pitch 
in 2016 – a year which saw the highest number of transactions in the region ever 
recorded by Mergermarket. Value saw more modest growth, edging up slightly 
on 2015. This may indicate a more stable, less frothy M&A climate that can be 
sustained into the medium-term, with activity driven strongly by small-to-medium-
sized enterprises. This is evident in the high volume of indigenous transactions: the 
number of domestic deals among the Baltic countries was up seven percentage 
points year-on-year, from 57% in 2015 to 64% this year.

A number of sectors performed strongly in 2016. One of the highlights of the 
year was telecommunications, technology and media, which experienced a 
bounce in deal value in 2016. The Baltics are home to a number of innovative 
technology companies, strongly supported by their governments. At the same time, 
international technology firms are increasingly viewing the Baltics as an investment 
destination, largely thanks to the new e-residency programme in Estonia, enabling 
entrepreneurs to establish businesses in the country as if they were citizens. 

Another major growth engine for Baltic M&A has been energy, mining and utilities. 
This is partially due to regulatory changes. Latvia is the last of the three countries to 
come in line with EU energy policy, separating generation and transmission. Interest 
in renewable assets is also driving activity, with a number of private equity (PE) 
exits in the sector. 

PE overall performed strongly in 2016. This was largely due to activity in Estonia, 
with many investment cycles coming to an end and generating a solid number 
of exits. Further, some international houses have increasingly sought out 
opportunities in the region. Blackstone purchased several retail parks in Latvia, 
for instance.  

The Baltics continue to be a solid investment destination, with wide regional 
distribution channels across all three countries and the Nordics. It may also be 
viewed as a harbinger of stability in an increasingly turbulent eurozone. 

We hope you enjoy reading this report, and, as always, welcome your feedback. 

FOREWORD

The Baltics continue to 
be a solid investment 
destination, with wide 
regional distribution channels 
across all three countries 
and the Nordics. It may also 
be viewed as a harbinger of 
stability in an increasingly 
turbulent eurozone.
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Consistent deal activity has characterised M&A in 
the Baltics in 2016. Deal volume across all three 
countries is up 24% year-on-year to 63 deals, 
the highest point in Mergermarket history. Value 
increased 17% to €716m over the same period. 
While this increase in value is more modest, it 
indicates renewed enthusiasm for M&A in the 
region. In 2016, investor confidence was high,  
and companies are actively pursuing growth 
through M&A.

This increase in dealmaking was supported by 
moderate GDP growth in all three Baltic countries. 
A European Commission report in February showed 
that GDP growth in 2016 was 1.1% in Estonia, 1.6% 
in Latvia and 2.2% in Lithuania. Further, declines in 
unemployment and increased consumer confidence 
led to greater consumer spending, also helping to 
give dealmakers the will and the means to undertake 
transactions. Strong deal activity in the Nordic 
markets, with which the Baltics share close business 
ties, also helped spur deal activity in the region. 

“We are seeing a growing trend of 
family offices and wealth management 
companies and some that used to be 
strictly real estate developers that have 
now grown into being asset managers. 
These funds are increasingly important 
sources of financing to Baltic firms 
looking to grow.”
Dovile Burgiene, Head of the Corporate and M&A practice group, 
Ellex Lithuania

 

M&A OVERVIEW

Strong investor demand and positive fundamentals have driven M&A in the region in 2016. Both value and 
volume have seen double-digit increases and this trend is predicted to continue in 2017 
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Baltic deal volume by country Inbound vs domestic M&A volume
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Deal financing was also readily available. While 
larger deals tended to rely on foreign equity, 
particularly from the Nordics, deals involving 
small-to-medium-sized enterprises are often 
financed by a combination of local banks and local 
equity providers.  

“We are seeing a growing trend of family offices and 
wealth management companies and some investors 
that used to be strictly real estate developers that 
have now grown into being asset managers,” says 
Lithuania-based Ellex partner Dovile Burgiene. “These 
funds are increasingly important sources of financing 
to Baltic firms looking to grow."

Looking ahead, there is optimism in the region for 
dealmaking in 2017, which is set to be supported 
by even stronger economic growth. The European 
Commission’s most recent GDP growth forecasts for 
2017 are 2.2% for Estonia, 2.8% for Latvia and 2.9% 
for Lithuania, outpacing the eurozone’s growth rate of 
1.6% by some margin. 

The European Commission’s most 
recent GDP growth forecasts for 2017 
are 2.2% for Estonia, 2.8% for Latvia 
and 2.9% for Lithuania, outpacing the 
eurozone’s growth rate of 1.6% by 
some margin.  
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“The wave of Estonian deals in the TMT 
sector over the past year demonstrates 
that Estonia is indeed an 'IT nation' ...  
The deals are very visible in the market and 
have a kind of catalyst effect triggering 
overall economic activity in Estonia.”
Sven Papp, Head of Corporate / M&A practice group, Ellex Estonia

SECTOR WATCH

All three Baltic states experienced relatively firm 
dealflow in 2016. Estonia became the most active 
destination for M&A in the region, and stands out for 
having a record number of deals, with volume more 
than doubling when compared to the previous year. 
The country saw 33 deals worth €331m. In Lithuania, 
volume remained range-bound, at 19 deals, while 
value doubled year-on-year to €234m. Activity was 
comparatively muted in Latvia, where deal activity 
contracted from 15 deals in 2015 to 11 in 2016. 
Aggregate value also declined from €426m to €151m 
over the same period, but 2015’s figure was boosted 
by several large outlier deals. 

Technology, media and telecommunications (TMT)
A number of sectors helped to support 2016’s activity, 
but TMT was the highest value sector of 2016, at 
€268m. A longer-term perspective demonstrates 
the sector’s increased importance for Baltic M&A. 
When comparing combined figures from 2015 and 
2016 with those from 2012 through to 2014, TMT’s 
share of activity rose from 12% to 14% by volume, 
and from 12% to 21% of total M&A by value. In 2016, 
the sector played host to one of the top five biggest 
deals ever in Estonia. In this Q4 2016 deal, Finnish 
telecoms firm Elisa announced plans to acquire 
Estonia’s AS Starman for €151m from Polaris Invest 
OU and OU Com Holding. AS Starman is one of the 
biggest telecoms providers in Estonia, having the 
largest share of the market in paid TV service, and the 
second largest in fixed broadband. The deal greatly 
strengthens Elisa’s position in Estonia, and paves the 
way for both cost savings and synergies in the future.  

More generally, Estonia has stood out for its activity 
in the TMT space, particularly in the technology 
sub-sector. Sven Papp, partner at Ellex’s Estonian 
office, says: “The wave of Estonian deals in the TMT 
sector over the past year demonstrates that Estonia 
is indeed an 'IT nation'. We had one of the biggest 
deals in the Baltics in 2016 in TMT with the sale of 
Starman but also a number of smaller deals in the 
sector, which all together placed the sector far ahead 
of any other in terms of deal value, accounting for 

The strong gains in the Baltic M&A market in 2016 have not been limited to one or two industries. Among 
others, the technology, media and telecommunications; consumer; and industrial and chemicals sectors 
have all delivered strong results while private equity posted its highest deal volume since 2011

37% of total M&A value in 2016. The deals are very 
visible in the market and have a kind of catalyst effect 
triggering overall economic activity in Estonia.”

The country is already home to several world-
renowned tech companies, such as Java solutions 
firm ZeroTurnaround, which has received 
several rounds of financing from Bain Capital, 
and TransferWise, the international payment 
processor. Interest in Estonia’s tech firms is likely 
to only increase, with the country’s new e-residency 
programme, which emphasises the ease of 
international companies setting up their business 
in Estonia. Particularly in the wake of Brexit and 
other macroeconomic shocks, Tallinn’s profile as an 
international destination for tech firms seems  
set to rise. 

Lithuania also hosted a number of interesting TMT 
deals. For instance, US-based Providence Equity 
Partners completed a secondary buyout of Lithuanian 
mobile services provider Bite Lietuva from Mid Europa 
partners in February 2016, ending the UK-based PE 
firm’s eight-year ownership. Further, deals such as 
Swedish Betsson’s acquisition of Lithuanian sports 
betting website Losimu Strategine Grupe, owner of 
TonyBet, for €6m shows the growth potential for 
Nordic companies in the Baltics. These deals also 
reflect the ease with which foreign companies can 
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Top 10 deals in 2016

Announced 
Date

Target Company Sector Target 
Country

Bidder Company Bidder 
Country

Seller Company Seller 
Country

Deal Value 
€(m)

23/12/2016 UAB Palink Consumer Lithuania Rimi Baltic AS Sweden REWE (and other Coopernic 
consortium members)

Belgium 213

13/12/2016 AS Starman TMT Estonia Elisa Oyj Finland Polaris Invest OU;  
OU Com Holding

Estonia 151

28/01/2016 JSC Latvijas Gaze 
(28.97% Stake)

Energy & Utilities Latvia Marguerite Fund Luxembourg Uniper SE Germany 114

13/12/2016 AS Starman (63% Stake) TMT Estonia Polaris Invest OU Estonia East Capital Explorer AB Sweden 102

13/05/2016 Eesti Gaas AS (37.03% 
Stake)

Energy & Utilities Estonia Trilini Energy OU Estonia Gazprom PJSC Russia 25

10/02/2016 Ha Serv OU (87% Stake) Construction Estonia Livonia Partners Latvia Aivar Kokk (Private 
Investor)

Estonia 20

02/03/2016 Elco Group B.V. (45% 
Stake)

Industrial & Chemicals Latvia Regal Beloit Corporation USA 18

20/06/2016 Nortal Group (50% Stake) TMT Estonia Employees Estonia Enterprise Venture Fund I; 
LHV Group AS

Estonia 15

12/05/2016 Tonus Elast SIA Pharma, Medical & Biotech Latvia Olainfarm AS Latvia 14

16/09/2016 Neptuno vandenys UAB 
(50% Stake)

Consumer Lithuania The Coca-Cola Company USA Coca-Cola HBC Lietuva 
UAB

Lithuania 10

take advantage of local regulations favourable to 
technology businesses. 

Looking ahead, the sector will likely see further 
dealflow, as the Latvian government could sell its 
majority share of Lattelecom and mobile phone 
provider Latvijas Mobilais Telefons. TeliaSonera  
has been mooted as a potential buyer. 

Financial services
Financial services also remains a busy sector in 
the region. In absolute terms, deal volume was up 
slightly from six deals in 2015 to seven in 2016. 
Perhaps the biggest news in the sector was the joint 
venture launched between the Estonian, Latvian 
and Lithuanian units of Swedish Nordea AB and 
Norwegian DNB’s operations, resulting in the newly 
formed Nordea AB/DNB ASA joint venture (JV). The 
JV is designed to give Nordea and DNB scale in the 

Baltics, the parts of their businesses that are based in 
the eurozone. The resulting bank will be the second-
largest in the Baltics, ranking first in corporate loans 
and second in household loans. 

This follows similar moves in recent years, such 
as Danske Bank selling its Latvian and Lithuanian 
retail banking operations to Sweden’s Swedbank in 
2015 and its Lithuanian pension funds management 
business in 2016. “Consolidation continues to be a 
major trend in the financial services sector, as banks 
seek to respond to lower growth and a tougher 
regulatory environment,” says Dovile Burgiene. 

It is expected that financial services firms will turn 
to M&A for growth in 2017. For instance, Latvian 
Citadele Bank, which is currently PE-backed, may 
generate transactions, either through consolidating 
or on exit. The region is also seeing an increased 
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number of asset managers. As this space matures, 
there is definitely room for further consolidation. 

Energy, mining and utilities
Energy, mining and utilities also had a busy 2016. 
Activity by volume made some strides, rising 
from five deals in 2015 to 10 deals in 2016. Value 
increased from €124m to €139m over the same 
period. The sector’s continued importance for Baltic 
M&A overall is evident in its significant share of 
dealmaking overall: in 2015 through to 2016 energy, 
mining and utilities accounted for 13% of dealmaking 
by volume. Value increased from 16% to 20% over the 
same period.

Latvia in particular has been experiencing interesting 
developments in the energy, mining and utilities 
space. It is the last of the three Baltic countries to 
fully liberalise its energy market in line with the EU’s 
Third Energy Package which seeks to unbundle 
incumbents, separating generation and transmission. 
Deals to this end have been ongoing over the past 
few years. One of the most recent examples of this 
trend saw the sale of a 28.97% stake in Latvijas Gaze 
by German utility Uniper (formerly E.ON) for €114m 
to Luxembourg-based infrastructure investment 
fund Marguerite in January 2016. New legislation 
has been implemented in Latvia that requires further 
divestments by April 2017 and it is expected to be 
very competitive for the remaining assets. Latvijas 
Gaze is currently undergoing restructuring and is 
actively preparing for divestments. “Over the next 
year, we expect to see a relatively large-sized deal in 
the energy sector, part of which will be the sale of this 
gas transmission company that’s being created,” says 
Raimonds Slaidins, partner at Ellex’s Latvian practice. 

Renewable generation also continues to be a hot 
area. In all three countries, renewable assets are 
changing hands and this is expected to continue as 
PE firms wind down their investment cycles. This 
has particularly been the case with wind farms. Local 
fund BaltCap exited windfarms in both Lithuania, 
with 24MW from Eurakras (75% Stake), and Estonia, 
with 18MW from Tuuleenergia, for a combined deal 
value of €28m to Lithuanian utility Lietuvos Energija. 
Tuuleenergia is state-owned Lietuvos Energija's first 
investment outside of Lithuania. Other notable deals 

in this space include Lithuanian investment holding 
companies Atsinaujinancios energetikos investicijos 
and First Energie Fonds acquiring a 30% stake in 
solar power producer Saules energijos projektai for an 
undisclosed sum. 

We are also seeing combined heat and power 
producers and biofuel plants becoming increasingly 
attractive targets. Largely, these assets are used for 
local distribution and heating. 

Corporates realigning their strategies also generated 
deals in 2016. The most notable example of this was 
Finland-based utility Fortum exiting its 51.38% stake 
in Estonia’s Eesti Gaas to Trilini Energy. This deal 
completed in March and resulted in Fortum entirely 
exiting its gas holdings in Estonia, as it focuses more 
fully on renewable energy. Trilini Energy went on to 
gain full control of Eesti Gaas by acquiring a further 
37.03% stake in Eesti Gaas from Russia’s Gazprom 
in May for €25m, a 10.02% stake in August from Itera 
Latvija, a subsidiary of Russia-based Rosneft, and 
the remaining 1.57% stake from unnamed minority 
investors in December. Eesti Gaas will now seek to 
further develop its pipeline network.

Baltics-based energy, mining and utilities corporates 
were also active abroad in the past year. Estonia 
was especially active, as a world leader in shale 
production. In Q2 2016, Estonia’s Eesti Energia 
announced that it will sell 45% of its stake in 
Jordanian Attarat Power Company (APCO) to the 
Chinese state-owned Yudean Group. APCO is 
currently building a 554 MW oil shale-fired power 
generation plant in Jordan. At present, Eesti Energia 
remains a minority shareholder in the project,  
but it plans to fully exit the project over the next  
five years. Sven Papp, a partner responsible for 

“Over the next year, we expect to see  
a relatively large size deal in the  
energy sector.”
Raimonds Slaidins, Partner, Ellex Latvia
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Baltic M&A volume by sector
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Ellex’s M&A practice in Estonia and a long-term 
corporate secretary of the Board of Eesti Energia, 
says, “The Jordanian deal is definitely a landmark 
deal for Eesti Energia, placing Estonia and Eesti 
Energia on the world energy map, not only as a 
country rich in oil shale, but also as the country with 
expertise in oil-extracting technology, capable of 
competing worldwide”.

Consumer
Recently, the Baltics have experienced several 
macroeconomic trends that directly serve to benefit 
the consumer sector: unemployment is down, while 
consumer confidence is up. Local consumption 
is on the rise, and expected to grow. Already, this 
increased optimism has translated into a flurry of 
M&A activity. In 2015, there were six consumer 
deals with a combined value of €5m. In contrast, 
2016 saw eight deals valued at €223m. In terms 
of its share of deal activity when comparing 2012 
through to 2014 with 2015 through to 2016, the 
consumer sector dropped three percentage points 
by volume to 12%, but jumped 13 percentage points 
to 17% by value. 

One of the main drivers of this increased activity 
was consolidation among retailers. This was 
predominantly the case in Lithuania. For instance, 
Rimi, a Baltic subsidiary of Swedish food retail store 
operator ICA Gruppen, signed a deal to acquire 
Lithuania’s IKI supermarkets chain for €213m in late 
December, with an eye on creating cost synergies 
between IKI and Rimi, and complementary store 
networks. This deal was also notable as the biggest 
Baltic deal of 2016 by value. 

Consumer foods businesses also had appetites for 
growth in 2016, looking to grow their market shares. 
For instance, Latvian Food Union, a gourmet ice 
cream maker, continues to gobble up rivals. It made 
several outbound deals over the past year, including 
the purchase of Romanian family-owned business 
Alpin 57 Lux, thereby expanding into Central Europe, 
and Norwegian Isbjorn Is ice cream producer from the 
Lohne Brothers. Looking ahead, Food Union hopes to 
enter the faster-growing Chinese market with its ice 
cream. This consolidation in dairy is also not confined 
to Food Union: Estonian food group Maag Grupp is 

reportedly close to taking over the domestic dairy and 
ice cream company Tere.

Latvian Amber Beverage Group, the largest spirit 
manufacturer and distributor in the Baltics that is 
also a subsidiary of SPI Group, the Luxembourg-
based company engaged in the production, sale 
and distribution of wines and spirits, has acquired a 
significant stake in Mexican tequila maker Fabrica 
de Tequilas Finos. The deal sees Amber Beverage 
Group moving into the tequila space, and tapping 
into fast-growing markets like the USA and South 
America. Amber Beverage Group wants to grow its 
international footprint, and is already active in more 
than 50 export markets.  

Transport and logistics
Transport and logistics is another critical sector to 
the Baltics. For example, Polish carrier LOT acquired 
a 49% stake in Regional Jet, a subsidiary of Estonian 
national carrier Nordica, in November for an 
undisclosed value. Air Baltic is also being mooted as 
a candidate for takeovers, which may breathe new 
life into large-cap deals in the sector. 

Further, international interest in Baltic transport and 
logistics firms may heat up. For example, the Chinese 
Premier Li Keqiang visited Riga in 2016, during which 
Latvia was appointed to the chairmanship of the 
transport and logistics committee of the 16+1 group, 
an organisation promoting partnerships between 
China and Central and Eastern European countries. 
“This is particularly significant for Latvia, as transport 
and logistics is one of our most strategically important 
sectors,” says Raimonds Slaidins. The Rail Baltic 
project is also attracting international attention as it 
moves into the design and implementation phase. This 
EU-funded railway project stretching across all three 
Baltic countries will generate a great deal of work for 
both local and international subcontractors.

Private equity
Baltic PE performed well in 2016. There were  
12 transactions with a total value of €40m, 
compared to ten deals valued at €11m in 2015. 
While these figures are more muted than in the 
pre-crisis years, they may reflect a more consistent 
market. TMT and energy, mining and utilities were 
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especially popular sectors for buyers. Estonia is the 
busiest market for PE in the region: with five exits, 
three buyouts, and one secondary buyout. Lithuania 
also had a relatively active year for PE, with three 
Mergermarket-tracked exits. 

While there were no Mergermarket-tracked deals 
with Latvian targets in the past year, Livonia 
Partners, a Latvia-based house, was an active 
acquirer. In Q4 2016, it bought Estonian home and 
garden retailer Hortes in a management buyout 
from Estonian investor Trigon Capital. Earlier in 
2016, Livonia Partners also bought an 87% stake in 
Estonian sauna manufacturer Ha Serv from private 
individual Aivar Kokk for €20m. And in Q1 2016, the 
firm roughly doubled its initial investment on the exit 
of archiving service Archyvu Sistemos to NYSE-listed 
trade buyer Iron Mountain for €5m.

It is also notable that the share of domestic PE activity 
is on the rise, indicating a maturation in the market: 
domestic PE made up 67% (eight deals out of 12) of 
PE deals in 2016 compared to 50% (five out of ten) in 
2015. “There are smaller PE firms either based in the 
Baltics, or slightly larger firms based in Scandinavia, 
that are on the lookout for deals in the region. But their 
target size is smaller than the big international players,” 
says Slaidins. Yet, there is certainly international 
interest in Baltic assets. For instance, in July 2015, 
US PE firm Blackstone acquired a Nordic real estate 
portfolio that included significant shopping centre 
properties in Riga. In the past year, Blackstone has 
been restructuring these Latvian holdings. 

Exits were an increasingly important part of the Baltic 
PE landscape this past year. Several investment 
cycles came to an end, with three exits in Lithuania, 
and five in Estonia. This compares to only three 
buyouts, and one secondary buyout. This trend is set 
to continue into 2017. “BaltCap, Estonia’s flagship PE 
firm, had the turn of its investment cycle it needed 
to divest a number of its investments, so that is a 
cyclical effect,” according to Sven Papp, based in 
Ellex’s Tallinn office. In 2016, we saw some of this 
activity. BaltCap sold its ownership stake in Energate 
to a group of private investors for an undisclosed 
sum. BaltCap had acquired the Estonia-based gas 
trader and distributor in 2008, and “had increased 

its sales volumes from 2 million m³ to 10 million 
m³ and the pipeline expanded from 37 km to 123 
km,” according to a BaltCap press release. Along 
with Energate, BaltCap also sold its 75% stake in 
windpower company Eurakras in Lithuania and 100% 
stake in Estonian Tuuleenergia.

The Baltics seem primed for an increase in inbound 
PE activity following deals such as the buyout of 
Lithuanian telecoms carrier company Bite Lietuva 
by US-based PE firm Providence Equity Partners. 
In 2016, the PE associations of Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania teamed up to create the Pan-Baltic VCA to 
promote the region's PE and venture capital industry 
on an international scale. Further, Dovile Burgiene 
comments, “We are seeing increased interest from 
larger PE buyers. But because there are often not 
enough large targets in the Baltics, these deals will 
take place across random sectors. We also predict 
that these big players will be involved in Nordic deals, 
where there will be subsidiary transactions in the 
Baltics.” In all likelihood, the positive foundations 
underlying the general dealmaking landscape will help 
to buoy the Baltic PE market. 
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Baltic M&A is set for another robust year in 2017. 
Affordable financing is plentiful, and investor 
confidence, as measured by local investor 
associations, is high. Companies are actively 
pursuing growth. 

Further, a number of sectors are primed for activity. 
The consumer sector’s star will likely continue to 
shine, as increases in consumer spending give 
companies the will and means to grow. The sector 
has the most ‘companies for sale’ stories, according 
to Mergermarket. 

Energy, mining and utilities has the second-most 
early stage deals. This is unsurprising, given the 
strategic importance of the sector to the Baltics. 
Further, the unbundling of the Latvian energy 
market, a driver in 2016, is likely to still be generating 
deals well into 2018. Interest in renewables and 
divestments of more traditional energy sources are 
also likely to spur activity. 

Different types of transactions and buyers may 
become popular in 2017. Sven Papp notes: “We 
expect IPOs to be a more attractive choice in the 
coming year. And with 50 European countries, there 
are a number of potential buyers and targets for 
Baltic businesses.”

Changes in government policy will also help support 
several sectors. This is particularly the case for 
Estonia, where the government has announced 
plans to float a handful of companies, after several 
decades of state ownership. Further, the Lithuanian 
transport and infrastructure sector is set to heat up, 
as the new government has committed to improving 
the rail and road systems. Both Estonia and 
Lithuania are courting TMT start-ups, particularly 
fintech, from London post-Brexit.

Overall, it appears that the Baltics will continue to be 
seen as an attractive investment destination, and that 
M&A will remain a key method of business growth. 

Baltic countries heat chart

“We expect IPOs to be a more attractive 
choice in the coming year. And with 40 
European countries, there are a number  
of potential buyers and targets for  
Baltic businesses.”
Sven Papp, Head of Corporate / M&A practice group, Ellex Estonia

Companies for sale stories tracked by Mergermarket  
01/07/2016 – 31/12/2016.

Sector
Companies 

for sale 
stories

Consumer 6

Energy, mining and utilities 5

Leisure 4

Transportation 4

TMT 3

Business services 2

Construction 2

Financial services 2

Industrial and chemicals 2

Agriculture 1

Defence 1

Pharma, medical and biotech 1

BALTIC OUTLOOK 
AND CONCLUSION

Ellex - Baltic M&A Monitor
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Ellex brings together the region's three strongest and most highly ranked firms 
from each of the Baltic states:

Ellex Raidla (established in 1993) is one of the oldest and highly regarded law 
firms in Estonia. The highest-ranked law firm in Estonia has been involved in 
nearly all of the major M&A and financing transactions as well as landmark 
disputes taken place in Estonia.

Ellex Klavins (established in 1992) has been the first choice of local counsel 
for leading international firms to assist in the most innovative domestic and 
international M&A, commercial real estate and financial transactions in the Baltics.

Ellex Valiunas (established 1992) is the very first and the largest business law firm 
in Lithuania. The firm’s team is highest-ranked for almost two decades in all legal 
practice areas for its solid portfolio of cross-border experience and assistance in 
the most important projects in Lithuania. Ellex Valiunas is the first Baltic business 
law firm to establish a permanent presence in Brussels back in 2012.

With almost 170 legal professionals and the widest variety of practice areas,  
Ellex is ideally positioned to provide top expertise and in-depth specialised  
legal services both domestically and on a pan-Baltic dimension.

We provide consultations in all areas of business law. When needed, we 
represent our clients in local and international litigation, arbitration and 
administrative hearings. Our professionals in nine practice areas enable us  
to manage complex projects ensuring effective and integrated solutions.

ABOUT ELLEX

The Baltic network with strong local establishment. Contact

ESTONIA
Ellex Raidla
Roosikrantsi 2, EE-10119 Tallinn, Estonia
contact@ellex.ee
+372 640 7170

LATVIA
Ellex Klavins
K.Valdemara 62, LV-1013 Riga, Latvia
contact@ellex.lv
+371 6781 4848

LITHUANIA
Ellex Valiunas
Jogailos 9, LT-01116 Vilnius, Lithuania
contact@ellex.lt
+370 5268 1888
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The Ellex’s Corporate and M&A practice is a team of highly experienced lawyers 
who provide top-tier innovative legal advice, awarded internationally. 

We efficiently handle large and small, local and international M&A transactions. 
We craft innovative and practical solutions to close even the most complex deals. 
Our team brings into play more than 20 years of practice, extensive international 
experience, deep local knowledge, sound legal judgment and good knowledge of 
business. We deliver services with precision and speed. Every deal is a challenge 
and we love what we do.

The corporate team also supports clients on matters of corporate governance, 
compliance and delivers corporate directors and officers liability advice.

We advise on business structuring and restructuring solutions, shareholder conflict 
situations and other critical matters relating to corporate capital structures.

International recognition
Ellex is continuously ranked as a Tier 1 Corporate and M&A team by the most 
prestigious international legal directories. Recent commendations include:

Chambers and Partners: “The firm has a team of highly skilled professionals  
who always respond quickly to our questions and always find solutions to our  
legal problems."

Chambers and Partners: “We are very satisfied with Ellex.”

Legal 500: “Ellex ... has an exceptional track record, especially if the issue is 
complex and important.”

IFLR1000: “... always ensure highest standards in whatever they do.”

ELLEX CORPORATE  
AND M&A TEAM

Contact us

Dovilė Burgienė
Partner, Head of the Corporate  
and M&A practice group
dovile.burgiene@ellex.lt
+370 5268 1826

LITHUANIA
Ellex Klavins

Raimonds Slaidiņš
Partner, Head of the Corporate  
and M&A practice group
raimonds.slaidins@ellex.lv
+371 6781 4848

LATVIA
Ellex Klavins

Sven Papp
Partner, Head of the Corporate 
and M&A practice group
sven.papp@ellex.ee
+372 640 7170

ESTONIA
Ellex Raidla
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Mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent mergers & acquisitions (M&A) 
proprietary intelligence tool. Unlike any other service of its kind, Mergermarket 
provides a complete overview of the M&A market by offering both a forward-
looking intelligence database and a historical deals database, achieving real 
revenues for Mergermarket clients.

Remark, the publishing, market research and events division of  
The Mergermarket Group, offers a range of services that give clients the 
opportunity to enhance their brand profile, and to develop new business 
opportunities within their target audience. 

Visit www.mergermarketgroup.com/events-publications to find out more.

Contact
Robert Imonikhe 
Publisher 
+44 20 3741 1076 
Robert.Imonikhe@mergermarket.com

ABOUT MERGERMARKET



Disclaimer
This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide 
financial, investment, legal, tax or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute 
for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon or used as a basis for 
any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such 
decision, you should consult a suitably qualified professional adviser. Whilst reasonable effort has been 
made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed 
and neither Mergermarket nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate thereof or other related entity shall have 
any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including 
incidental or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Any such reliance is solely at the 
user’s risk.

Part of The Mergermarket Group 

www.mergermarketgroup.com
330 Hudson St. FL 4 
New York, NY 10013 

t: +1 212.686.5606
f: +1 212.686.2664
sales.us@mergermarket.com

10 Queen Street Place 
London, EC4R 1BE 
United Kingdom

t: +44 (0)20 3741 1000
f: +44 (0)20 3741 1001
sales@mergermarket.com

Suite 2401-03 
Grand Millennium Plaza 
181 Queen’s Road, Central 
Hong Kong

t: +852 2158 9700
f: +852 2158 9701
sales.asia@mergermarket.com


